NOTES:
1. Payment length for transition is 10 feet, however, section may be cast in length of up to 20 feet. Experience between actual length and 10 foot payment length will be paid at full section. Cessation point in length covered is 1 feet. Additional 45 degree end angle is 1 feet.
2. In addition to backup posts normally required, an additional 1 feet long backup post shall be driven to points from the joint. Payment for post to be included in price bid for construction.
3. Pocket orientation left or positive is based on view looking at side of barrier having the pocket.
4. When transition must connect to half section with continuity holes set for lower height of continuity plate, holes shall be field-drilled at height necessary to match holes in transition pieces.
5. If the contractor elects to cast-in-place or slip form the barrier and the rebar is continuous across the joint, then the continuity connection can be deleted.